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This exhibition celebrates digital media in the work of 
undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, and staff from 
the Department of Art at the University of Minnesota. All 
of the work in some way is shaped, affected, manipulated or 
informed by digital technology. Digital prints, ink jet and laser 
pieces, mixed media works, and installations integrate simple 
and complex digital facets with fabric, ceramics, photography, 
drawing, painting, and sculpture.

As artists explore digital technology, manipulating and using  
it in innovative ways to create striking visual experiences, a 
critical discourse on art making unfolds. With the investment  
of state-of-the art technology, artists in the Department of 
Art are embracing this new media as a necessary tool in 
contemporary art practice. They are, unhesitatingly, entering 
new avenues of art making, inviting fantastic possibilities for 
creating imagined places and fantasy worlds, visual puzzles 
and trompe d’oeil. Graduate student Elisa Berry comments that 
digital technologies give her new potential: “digital photography 
and digital editing tools have allowed me to imagine and realize 
the construction of surreal spaces of my imagining . . .whole  
new spaces and gestures within are constructed.”

It is inspiring to witness the range of ways in which artists are 
cultivating digital technology in their work. In some cases, it is 
similarly remarkable how the artists take the elusiveness of the 
digital and make it tangible; retaining the materiality of art, the 
touch of the hand, and individuality of the artist.

The theme of this exhibit is particularly timely for the University 
Libraries. As books and information find their way more and 
more in digital form, researchers are, like artists, inventing and 
journeying through new paths of research praxis. Not only is 
the path of research and discovery new, but the end products 
are, also, finding new form and born digital. “Tangible Digital 
Matter” is a reflective and metaphoric show for the Libraries, 
inviting researchers to contemplate the visual manifestations 
of digital information as it integrates traditional and 
technologically formed media.

Exhibiting art in Wilson Library is a challenge. Every point  
of installation presents an obstacle, from brick walls to marble 
walls to fire codes. With some ingenuity, we are able to present 
the artworks in a cohesive way while gently disrupting the 
anonymity and neutrality of the library space. How wonderful 
and bizarre to find leather jackets hanging by computers and a 
board game in the middle of study tables. Exhibiting artwork  
in the library is meant not only to enhance the environment  
with visuals, but also to stimulate the environment with 
enriching visual content that promotes mindfulness, 
consciousness, and inquiry.

Student Curators: Jasmine Wallace, MFA Candidate;  
Tonya Balik, MFA Candidate 

Exhibit Coordinator: Deborah K. Ultan Boudewyns, 
Arts, Architecture & Landscape Architecture Librarian

An exhibition of work by the University  
of Minnesota Department of Art

Black Painting 
digital print 
!""#

White Painting 
digital print 
!""#

Grey Painting 
digital print 
!""#

View “Timelapse” 
video*  
!""#

Untitled: green 
archival digital print 
!""#

Untitled: orange 
archival digital print 
!""#

Untitled: grid 
archival digital print 
!"$"

Jim’s Shoes: shelf 
archival digital print 
!""#

Jim’s Shoes: equipment 
archival digital print 
!""#

Jim’s Shoes: rack 
archival digital print 
!""#

Effulgence 
digital inkjet prink 
!""#

Glass Corrosion 
digital inkjet print 
!""#

Reconstructed Space 
digital inkjet print  
!""#

*Video available in 
the SMART Learning 
Commons, Walter Library 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 
from $:"" p.m.–%:"" p.m.



Children of Our World  
coloring book 
!""#

The Absence of Absence 
archival ink jet and oil paint 
undated

Memory Overlap 
archival ink jet and oil paint 
undated

If/Then 
lasercut plywood, MDF, spray paint 
!""#

If/Then doc $ 
digital print 
!""#

If/Then doc ! 
digital print 
!""#

Before I Began my Quest to Fly 
digital print 
!""#

Woven Landscape Structure 
ink jet print, clips 
!""&

Hyperbolic Crater Structure Test 
ink jet print, foil 
!""#

Tetra-Landscape (forest),  
ink jet print, mat board, mylar tape 
!""&

Slates House, Penland, NC 
digital print 
!""#

Pumphouse, Madeline Island  
digital print 
!""#

John Snyder’s Studio, Decorah, IA 
digital print 
!""#

Lot’s Wife 
composited digital images ink jet print 
!""#

Lot’s Wife: What is the Color of a Cluster Bomb 
lasercut found pine door panel 
!""#

Oil: a Second Salt 
composited digital images ink jet print 
!""&

Oil (Ghost) 
lasercut plywood 
!""#

Cut Olive (from the series “Evidence” !""'-"#) 
lasercut plywood 
!""#

Mergers and Acquisitions 
composited digital images ink jet print 
!""#

Go Cart 
digital art on arches paper 
!""(

The Sewing Circle 
digital art on arches paper 
!""%

Obstacle Course 
digital art on arches paper 
!""%

Listening Vase 
porcelain with over glaze digital decal 
!""&

Mona Mama Vase 
porcelain with over glaze digital decal 
!""&

Obesity Solution 
lasercut plywood  
!""#  



Untitled (in Iowa) 
laser cut woodblock, hand printed 
!""#

Neshama: Journey of the Soul  
archival digital print 
!""&

Still Small Voice I, II & III 
inkjet pigments on archival paper 
!""&

Once Upon a Wall 
inkjet pigments on archival paper 
!""#

It Appeared To Be A Warning  
archival inkjet print 
!""#

Children of Our World  
coloring book 
!""#

Rootstock 
acrylic on acrylic 
!""#

Dream – Bus – Poverty 
raw silk and polyester bedding 
!""#

Lack of Water  
lasercut plywood 
!""#

Red fox, Financial District 
archival inkjet print  
!""# 
 
Osprey, Midtown 
archival inkjet print 
!""#

Eastern Hognose Snake,  
Central Park 
archival inkjet print  
!""#

Ceiling, Orpheum Theater, Minneapolis 
UV ink jet on architectural linen  
!""&

My Urban Minnesota Story 
mixed media 
!""#

There Are Places On The Map  
That Do Not Exist (Part )) 
mixed media 
!""#

Artificial Intelligence )." 
mixed media 
!""#

The Weight of the World (After  
Buxheim Saint Christo) 
color woodcut & archival inkjet print 
!""&

Constructed Landscape 
digital photo print  
!""&



Art practice includes study, conceptualization, experimentation, 
realization, and reconsideration of ideas and concepts. In the 
process of working out these ideas, we study forms around us to 
be able to literally describe them, evoke those forms abstractly, 
create preparatory studies for realization in another medium, 
playfully experiment with arrangements.

Part of the process is to research what medium or combination of 
media, technique, or approach can best express or is appropriate 
to the idea and concept being addressed.

In the digital age, this involves the exploration of a variety of new 
media that allow the possibilities to:

rearrange, select, fragment, add-on, displace, replace, repeat, 
vary, multiply, delete, cut, scrub, pose, juxtapose, suggest, 
present, and even represent. — Bernice Rose, Former 
Curator, Department of Drawings, MOMA, NY from the 
introduction to the catalog for New Work on Paper !, $#&( 
The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Previous generations of artists have explored the possibilities and 
freedom that technological advancements have afforded them. 

During the industrial revolution, pigments developed in the fusion 
of minerals in factories led to the explosive questioning of the 
nature of color that the impressionists explored in the pigments 
and paint of their drawings and paintings. During World War II, 
the need to find chemical alternatives to natural rubber led to the 
development of plastics that resulted in high intensity hues that 
became part of expressionist and pop artists’ work. In the past )" 
years, the development of computer technology has introduced 
the possibilities of using programmed approaches (sometimes in 
combination with traditional media) to drawing.

The Department of Art has many faculty, staff, and students 
who in their creative research have begun to employ digital 
technology: from Web sites that present their efforts, to digital 
printouts of images, to interactive opportunities. Many of us have 
begun to investigate the technology that allows us to transform a 
variety of surfaces with a computer guided drill (a CNC router) 
and now a laser cutter.

These machines has provided infinite possibilities for realizing 
works that are either complete in themselves or intermediate 
stages in the process of asking “what if?” From printing on a variety 
of surfaces to incising an & mil paper to * depth cut in wood, 
inscribing glass, cutting complex forms in plexiglas, plastics, and 
masonite; to burning and scoring wood, it is exciting to engage 
with a technology that is usually associated with the realization  
of engineering templates.

Diane Katsiaficas, Professor, Department of Art


